
Abstract:

At the present stage of

research in artificial intelligence,

machines are still remote from

achieving a level of intelligence com-

parable in complexity to human

thought. As computer applications

become more sophisticated, however,

and thus more influential in human

affairs, it becomes increasingly

important to understand both the

capabilities and limitations of

machine Intelligence and its potential

impact on society. 

Recent years - In the near future,

intelligent machines will replace or

enhance human capabilities in many

areas previously considered strictly

within the human domain. Such

machines will affect the everyday

lives of people in ways unique in the

history of mankind, and will change

the face of society as we now know it.

Although many philosophers, science

fiction writers, and other s have con-

jectured about robots and other prod-

ucts related to artificial intelligence,

as far as we know there has been little

effort to examine the AI field as a

whole (in its relation to society) in an

organized manner.

1. Introduction: 

In recent years there had seen

rapid advances in Artificial

Intelligence (AI) and Machine

Learning (ML). AI tools are now

coming out of Research-lab’s and

entered  into the real world, advance

numerous fields  and are reshaping a

variety of Industries– education,

Health care, Medicine, Media,

Transportation, Finance, cyber

Security, and many more.

Artificial neural networks are

used as clinical decision support sys-

tems for medical diagnosis, such as in

concept Processing technology in
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eMR software.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is

the branch of computer sciences that

emphasizes the development of intel-

ligence machines, thinking and work-

ing like humans. 

For example: Speech recogni-

tion, problem-solving, learning and

planning, reasoning, knowledge repre-

sentation, natural language process-

ing, perception and the ability to

move and manipulate objects.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) similarly

have important applications to Human

Rights (HR): Artificial Intelligence is

a general-purpose enabling technolo-

gy, much like electricity, computers,

or Networks. AI will be used by State

and Non-state Actors for a variety of

purposes, some of which will no

doubt include suppressing Human

Rights. Other uses may help to

enhance Human Rights or Fight

against Repressive Regimes. 

In this Paper, I would like to walk

through some features of the technol-

ogy and some potential use cases to

help & illustrate some of the possibil-

ities of Artificial Intelligence (AI)

technology to become more widely

used.

2. Applications of Artificial

Intelligence (AI):

Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools can

be used for a variety of application.

Some examples:

2.1: Data classification: such

as identifying images, classifying

song genres, coming to medical diag-

noses. Giving a sufficiently large set

of training data, the algorithms can be

trained to classify data more accurate-

ly, often better than humans. 

2.2: Anomaly Detection: such

as finding fraudulent financial trans-

actions or new forms of malware.

Traditional methods of anomaly

detection require looking for known

signatures. However, new AI tools

can find anomalies whose signatures

are not yet known by analyzing rou-

tine patterns of data and then identify-

ing new data that is outside the norm.

These systems can be used to monitor

large data streams, such as financial

transactions, at scale and in real-time

in many ways that would not be feasi-

ble for humans.

2.3: Prediction: such as mak-

ing statistical predictions about future

behavior based on large datasets.

Systems of this type are already wide-

ly used commercially, such as recom-

mendation algorithms in Netflix and

Amazon and search engine auto-fills.

Other uses raise difficult ethical

issues, such as predictive policing or

predicting patient longevity in end-of-

life care.

2.4: Optimization: such as

improving performance and efficiency

in industrial systems. Giving a known

goal or setting desired goal, such as

saving energy & reducing costs, AI

systems can often find novel solutions

to problems.

3. Artificial Intelligence (AI)

and Threats to human Right’s:

In the hands of a repressive state with

access to large datasets about its pop-
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ulation, these tools could be used to

further increase state control.

Automated facial recognition technol-

ogy combined with security cameras

could make continuous monitoring

feasible in metropolitan areas.

combined with other readily available

digital data collected through comput-

ers and smart phones from Social

Networking sites like FB, Instagram,

Banking- Online purchases, Travel

portals & place visited, AI tools could

be used to comprehensively monitor a

person’s behavior, communications,

likes, and desires at a scale not even

Orwell could have imagined.

People living in the digital age create

a cornucopia of data: Smartphone

geo-location, Browser history, Web

search history, On-line purchases,

contacts, Social media engagements,

email and text message content, tele-

phone calls, and more. Whoever has

access to this data has tremendous

insight not only into a person’s past,

but also the ability to predict their

future behavior. Without AI tools,

though, it is hopelessly impractical to

manage this data at scale.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) makes

much of this data more discoverable

through data classification tools that

can recognize Faces, Identify Human

emotions, and Translate voice to

Text, Translate Languages, and

Process Language. AI tools also make

it feasible to analyze and process this

data at scale. This means that the kind

of intrusive monitoring that would in

the past have been extremely time-

consuming and resource-intensive can

now be done quickly and at scale,

allowing far more extensive and intru-

sive monitoring of a population.

Moreover, large datasets can be

aggregated to generate statistically

valid predictions. By learning from

data across an entire population and

then applying this to readily available

information about an individual, 

AI tools could be used to make pre-

dictions about that Individual’s

Preferences or Behavior – Political,

Financial, Sexual, or Other. 

AI tools could be used to Not only

monitor a population, but predicative-

ly crack down on would-be dissidents. 

4. Artificial Intelligence (AI) to Assist

Human Right’s:

At the same time, there are a

number of features of AI tools that

would make them powerful allies for

those fighting against repressive

regimes. AI systems embed expertise

within the software itself, lowering

the bar, the skills needed for a given

capability. One does not need to

spend years learning chess anymore

and to play at the level of a grandmas-

ter; one can merely download a chess

app for free. 

Similarly, AI systems will put

greater abilities in the hands of non-

state groups and individuals.

Smartphone’s already turn surveil-

lance tools back against the state,

allowing citizens to record abuses by

authorities. AI tools such as embed-

ded object recognition or facial recog-

nition in the hands of everyday citi-
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zens could make it even easier to

identify abusers and hold perpetrators

to account.

A core feature of information

technology is that it renders the costs

of copying and transmitting informa-

tion close to zero. 

One of the consequences of this is

that it is difficult to keep information

secret. While this is true for personal

information, it is also true for state

secrets. Individuals have accessed and

released large tranches of government

secrets on a scale that was impossible

in the pre-digital era. The ease with

which information freely flows in the

digital age is a hindrance to repressive

regimes that thrive on secrecy.

AI tools will make it easier to individ-

uals and non-state organizations to

process and analyze this data. 

In January 2018, a student at the

Australian National university point-

ed out that “heat maps” of jogging

routes from runners wearing geo-

locating Fitbits could be used to iden-

tify secret military and intelligence

bases overseas. Journalists quickly

discovered that they could de-

anonymize the data and actually iden-

tify specific users who had run routes

as well as previous locations they had

visited. This analysis was done manu-

ally, but AI tools could make it easier

to process this data at scale, including

linking it with other datasets such as

social media profiles.

embedding expertise within the soft-

ware allows greater automation,

which can expand the scale at which

smaller groups can achieve effects.

For example, a few individuals have

been able to cause significant internet

disruption for short periods of time

using botnets to infect Internet of

Things (IoT) devices and launch dis-

tributed denial of service (DDoS)

attacks. Automation may allow small

groups to achieve outsize effects,

which levels the playing field against

powerful actors and may be helpful in

combating repressive states. 

5. conclusion:

A key question for any new technolo-

gy is whether it concentrates power in

the hands of a few or democratizes

power towards the many. Artificial

Intelligence (AI) has features of both.

At present, large datasets are needed

to train AI systems. Additionally, the

most cutting-edge advances in AI

require significant computing

resources. At the same time, many AI

tools are freely available for down-

load online, and much data is openly

available. 

Artificial intelligence will

enable actors who both seek to

enhance human rights and those who

aim to repress them.

In order for Artificial Intelligence

(AI) to benefit the common good, at

the very least its design and deploy-

ment should avoid harms to funda-

mental human values. International

human rights provide a robust and

global formulation of those values.
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